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Abstract. MedSpecSearch (www.medspecsearch.com) is a search engine
for helping users to find the relevant medical specialty for a doctor visit
based on users’ description of symptoms. This system is useful for users
who are not sure of which medical specialty they should consult to. Furthermore, the API of the search engine can be used as part of the online
doctor appointment and medical consultation sites to route the patient
or question to the right medical specialty. The system returns the top 3
relevant specialties when the estimated confidence score is high. Otherwise it asks users to input more data.
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Introduction

A recent survey3 on physician appointment wait times performed over 15 major
metropolitan cities in the United States revealed that the time to schedule an
appointment has reached an average of 24 days. In addition to the longer wait
times, the cost of doctor appointments are getting more expensive worldwide4 .
Given these circumstances, getting appointment from a doctor on the right medical specialty is becoming more crucial for patients not to delay the diagnosis
and treatment process any further and spend more. This becomes a more significant problem in places where patients can take their doctor appointments from
any medical department without any guidance. For such conditions, the proposed MedSpecSearch system aims to help patients on finding the right medical
specialty to visit, by providing a publicly available and user friendly medical specialty search engine. Given the user’s description of the medical case like patient
information (gender, age etc) and observed symptoms, the MedSpecSearch will
return the top 3 medical specialties that can be relevant to the medical case only
if the estimated confidence of the returned results are good enough. In case the
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user’s description of the medical condition is not enough for a confident prediction, the system asks for more information from the user. MedSpecSearch comes
with an API which can be used by online physician appointment sites to direct
the patient to the right medical specialty for appointment or by online medical
question answer sites to route user’s question to the right medical specialist.

2

System Description

The Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) defined around 30 general and 100 sub-medical specialties5 . For instance, Internal Medicine is categorized as a general specialty, while Hematology, Rheumatology and Pulmonary
Disease etc. are categorized as its sub-specialties. The proposed MedSpecSearch
system initially focuses on the general specialties and for a given patient description aims to identify the relevant medical specialty within the AAMC categories.
The system pipeline is shown in Figure 1 and described in the following sections.

Fig. 1. MedSpecSearch Pipeline

2.1

Data

There are some publicly available de-identified health record datasets (such as
the MIMIC [2]) which contain a preliminary, free text diagnosis for the patient
on hospital admission. These informative diagnoses are usually generated by
the admitting clinicians after listening the complaints and medical histories of
patients. These are very useful for routing patients to the right specialty within
the hospital; however, due to containing too much medical terminology which
general public do not use or even know that existed, they are not useful for
5
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our task which use only the context generated by patients without any medical
expert assistance. Therefore, this proposed system explores patient generated
content collected from online medical platforms.
Data is collected from two online medical consultation platforms; iCliniq6
and HealthTap7 . In iCliniq platform, patients provide details about their conditions and complaints, such as their gender, age, previous critical health history
if relevant, previous and current medications, and their symptoms in their questions. Later on, these questions are categorized into a specialty and replied by
corresponding medical specialists. We use initial contexts of questions provided
by patients as our training input data. The iCliniq has around 90 categories.
These categories are not directly used but instead matched to the predefined
specialty categories by using the AAMC hierarchy. For instance, questions under Endocrinology are categorized under Internal Medicine category. In order to
check the accuracy of iCliniq category labels, 73 iCliniq questions are randomly
chosen and given to two medical doctors for labeling. The inter-rater agreement
is calculated with Cohen’s [1] kappa statistics for both doctors and doctor-iCliniq
pairs. Agreement score of doctors’ among themselves is 0.77 which is substantial
as being within the 0.6-0.8 range [4]. The agreement scores between iCliniq and
doctors are 0.62 and 0.67 which are also substantial. These agreement scores indicate that iCliniq labels are in good quality for supervised learning, hence more
than 7K iCliniq questions are retrieved, pre-processed and used for training.
HealthTap is a similar platform with much more questions. Around 1.6 million questions are retrieved from HealthTap, but unfortunately HealthTap uses
more diverse set of labels to categorize their questions. It has 230 main categories
and around 5400 subcategories. Some example main categories are abdominal
pain, ankle or blood which cannot be easily mapped to the AAMC categories.
Therefore, HealthTap data is not used in supervised learning but instead explored in an unsupervised manner by training word embeddings.
2.2

The Model

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) has achieved competitive performance on
many NLP tasks, especially on text classification tasks due to their capability
of capturing useful n-grams. Our classification model follows Kim’s [3] CNN
architecture; however, leverages several pre-trained word embeddings. In order
to analyze the individual effects of these embeddings, we use a single channel
model as only one embedding is input to the model at once. In addition to our
trained Word2Vec model of HealthTap, additional publicly available pretrained
word embeddings like Word2Vec [5] embeddings trained with Google News8
and GloVe [6] embeddings trained on Wikipedia 2014 + Gigaword 59 are used.
Furthermore, the Word2Vec embedding10 which is trained by Pyysalo et al.
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[7] on 22 Million PubMed records, 672K PubMed Central Open-Access texts
and a recent Wikipedia dump is also used. A 0.8/0.2 split of data to test the
performance of these word embeddings returned very similar accuracies: PubMed
W2V 72.5%, HealthTap W2V 73.0%, Google News W2V 73.5% and Glove 74.5%.
In the advanced options part of the search engine, users can play around with
these embeddings by selecting any one them.
If doctors cannot be sure of a diagnosis, they ask for more tests. Even though
MedSpecSearch is not a diagnostic system, it uses a similar idea (asking for more
user input) when predicting the medical specialty. Being aware of the cost of
wrong predictions, the system uses a confidence threshold to decide to either
return the ranked list of specialties or not. If the estimated confidence is below
the threshold, the system asks user to input more context for describing the
medical situation. The default confidence threshold value is 90% but it can be
set to any value between 10%-90% in advanced options part.

Fig. 2. MedSpecSearch Front End with Two Example Queries

An example is provided in Figure 2, where the system’s confidence threshold
is specifically kept low to show the results of the provided user input. This is an
example question from iCliniq. The question on the right is the original question
with label Dermatology predicted correctly by MedSpecSearch with confidence
98.48%. On the left is the same question with one sentence removed. With this incomplete question the system cannot make a confident prediction, therefore asking for more information from the user is the right call. Using a confidence threshold like 90%, significantly reduces the amount of misclassifications of the system
and increases the general prediction accuracy to 90.4%. In our model, we have
used the modification proposed by Sensoy et al.[8] to calculate these confidence
estimates. All these functionalities are available at www.MedSpecSearch.com and
the API as well. The API and the trained HealthTap word embeddings can be
downloaded from https://github.com/OzU-NLP/MedSpecSearch.
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